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Charging y。urWT2.

• Pia<万e yocr WT2国币h。ne into”、e case. While 
cha咱吨，the叭汀2田甲hone will light op whi恒The light 
w训tum o霄when the earphone is fully cha『ged

•WI田、 the WT2由自is d回回and p咱g回 into a 
阻W帽f sec『田， both the回国and世回国rphon国W川
陪cha咱e刊7

If沪剧团的set up your WT2 

• Make sure your WT2 earphone has power, O『 pct yocr
回呐。陆back into the国se抽出a咱1咱
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•WI四、 the WT2田se is cha咱in日. lt di叩恼，ys 由a『百ing
pr<羽＂器s by blinking the light. The light blinks from one 
time to focr times, w伽阳明sing fr明uer四ind四ting
ir田eased po明r. When the 由se is fully cha咱剧， the
light will continuocsly disp ay wh阳

WT2 is designed as a complete system. Therefore，百the
口商e or an earphone translator is lost, WT2 can no 
阳,ger be used. If any of yocr叭汀2αxnponents have 
H捕、l国A I'国国con 国d us f，町support.

If严JU lose yourWT2 

AJlr;gt悔，前eN回
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• Make SU阻the two earphoc回国long to the田me set. 

Usin日WT2for phone国lls o『m回忆

You田n u国the “1 ” ea『phone tracs恒tori，町phoce田lls
or I睡ning to mcsic jest as you w田M with any other 
Blueto。伽earphone.

• If the earph。nes fail to connect, t『y retcrning them 
back to the田se for 5 seconds befo甩r回国『ting the 
pairing process 

Startα,mmuni回ing

When the WT2 app蹈。因n a『回回he lights on the 
translator a阻g『田n, each of y四W田陪WT2ea『phone
translator and begin speaking. 
c－田the languag回for the two eal]:问ne translato『S
(Mαre detail回S也ps p ease visit WT2 app.) 

•AUTO MODE 
When you and yocr s田aki咱田rtner a阻田ch wea『ng
α略目『phone，回p the "ME" in Auto mode to start 
commun四ting, absolct，盹h刨出书抱

•MANU此MDDE
Long touch the回『phone under田alh the g隅n light. 
After hearing a warning tone, you may k咽n speaking 
On由yo, a陪阳ished s1阻aki吨，酣回回归er fingers 
from the earphone, and yocr s四e由 will 嗣同nslat回to
your speakicg partners ea甲hα...

•ASK MODE 
Cooduct simple conve『回tions t后’ig just one earphone 
a世廿陆WT2app.
Hold your phone s因aker in衍。nt of yocr speaking 
partner, long tocch the WT2 ear抽。ne and begin 
句,eaklng. Your s阻aking阳民晴r will hear y。＂＇ s阳酣h
transl酶，d via the phone s田aker.

WT2-X1, WT2-X2, WT2-X3, WT2-X4, WT2-X5



FCC ID: 2AQ2G-WT2 

Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could 

void the user’s authority to operate the equipment. 

 

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two 

conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any 

interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. 

 

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, 

pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection 

against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can 

radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, 

may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that 

interference will not occur in a particular installation. 

If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be 

determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the 

interference by one or more of the following measures: 

-- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. 

-- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. 

-- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is 

connected. 

-- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. 

 

This device complies with FCC RF radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled 

environment. This transmitter must not be co-located or operating in conjunction with any other 

antenna or transmitter 

 




